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The demand for staff
combined with elevated
inflation levels has seen

the largest pay rises I
can remember in my

time recruiting for
practice

INTRODUCTION & MARKET INSIGHTS

THE MARKET
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As we settle into 2022 it is safe to say that the exceptionally busy market of 2021 is showing no signs of decline. In nearly

fifteen years of recruiting for the public practice market I don’t believe that there has ever been such demand for

candidates. Unlike the first half of 2021, candidates have become more confident about changing role and there has

been a definite uptick in candidate availability. That said, candidate demand still far outstrips supply and this is likely to

continue for the foreseeable future.

Our clients throughout the sector are confident about their short to

medium term outlook, particularly those larger firms with an

international presence and firms with a strength in the financial services

and tech sectors. Firms have progressed from merely backfilling

departing staff into a period of building for growth and investing in new

service lines. ESG, sustainability finance outsourcing and data analytics

are particularly popular areas of growth and investment.

The market continues to consolidate with groups such as ETL Global

and Azets expanding with recent acquisitions as well as the emergence

of the Xeinadin Group which has brought together a whole host of firms

across the UK in the past two years. This combined with investment into

some of the UK’s leading independent firms (such as that of Tenzing, the

private equity fund, into Jeffreys Henry) shows the sector is very much

on the front foot.

The significant growth which has been seen in the challenger firms as

they continue to win work from the Big 4 has been a driver behind the

strong demand for candidates in areas such as audit. The demand for

staff combined with elevated inflation levels has seen the largest pay

rises I can remember in my time recruiting for practice and has also led

to a prevalence of sign on and retention bonuses, greater payment of

clawback fees and many more firms offering to transfer visas of

candidates with UK experience. 

CANDIDATE
AVAILABILITY

As Covid restrictions have eased and

life has returned to somewhere

approaching normality, the move away

from the major cities in the UK has

reversed. This is particularly true of

newly qualified candidates who have

trained in regional firms and have

begun to drift back towards the cities in

order to make the most of the larger

firms, clients, and social opportunities

the larger urban areas offer. 

That said, the more flexible working

arrangements many firms are offering

has seen a definite shift for those

candidates who live within commuting

distance to major urban areas choosing

to commute a couple of days per week

rather than making the permanent

move into the city itself. 



FLEXIBLE WORKING
As we return to our offices, firms are endeavouring to

balance the demand for greater work flexibility with the

need to maintain an engaged and efficient workforce. As

you would expect, the approach to the “new norm” has

varied dramatically between the different firms and have

often mirrored the culture of the firm as a whole. Whilst

some firms have expected staff to return to the office

five days per week, others have moved to an almost

entirely remote working arrangement. The majority,

however, have tended towards a split arrangement of 2-

3 days per week in the office. 

Having sampled a flexible working arrangement during

the past two years, which has often come together with

a more positive work-life balance, a return to full-time

office work has not been positively embraced by many.

The range of flexible working arrangements combined

with a huge demand for staff has shifted the power from

employer to employee. Working arrangements have

been the most significant driver for changing firm over

the past year and will likely continue to have a significant

impact on decisions.  

Those firms who offer a flexible working arrangement

tailored to the individual whilst maintaining strong lines

of communication, supportive training and an

assimilated culture will be the winners in the war for

talent in the future. 

The demand for flexible working differs depending on

the level of experience of the employees. Trainees tend

towards being more office based due to the increased

social interaction and access to experienced members

of the team to learn from. This is also impacted by the

likelihood that the more junior members of the team do

not have as structured or spacious working

environments at home. 

Larger firms have generally embraced flexible working

well as many had already been heading in this direction

prior to the pandemic. Whilst this has had positive

impacts on the work life balance and family lives of

many of their staff, it has also led to feelings of isolation

and disconnection from colleagues. We have seen a

significant increase in applications from trainees whose

driver for changing role is poor training support or a

feeling that the more senior members of the team do

not have the time to invest in their development.  
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As firms look forward to 2022 and beyond, there seems to be a

growing acceptance that the volume of candidates available in

the market will not support significant growth without having a

detrimental impact on their current teams. We have had

numerous conversations over the past fortnight with firms

committing to moving away from uncontrolled growth this year.

Their core focus is on improving the efficiencies within their

operations along with a “refresh” of their client base in order to

improve the bottom line without the need to increase turnover

and associated workloads. 

In the current market it is relatively easy to win new clients and

increase the turnover of a business. The sustainability of the

growth and maintaining a quality service and an engaged

workforce is the real challenge. 

Good luck for 2022! 

Scott
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Whilst many service lines have felt significant staffing

pressures, this seems most acute in audit. A lack of

global mobility within the Top 10 firms has significantly

impeded their hiring numbers such that some have

resorted to recruiting local auditors from smaller firms

offering a much greater adaptation process to integrate

them into the firm. The knock-on effect of this has

reduced the pool of candidates that are available to the

mid-tier firms within their usual hunting grounds.

There has been significant growth within the Top 20

firms as the increased audit rotation leads to clients

choosing to move away from Big 4 firms and these

“challenger” firms have probably seen the toughest

challenge to staff their increased workloads. There has

also been a greater demand for audit staff to focus on

financial services clients such that many of the firms are

happy to consider candidates without the sector

knowledge but with a desire to focus on this type of

work.

The remote working arrangements seem to also have

hit the auditors harder than most. Not being based on

client sites has made collection of the information

required to complete an audit more difficult such that a

greater proportion of audits have remained unfinished

prior to starting the next assignment. Whilst both

auditor and client seem to have improved this process

over the past year, it still seems to be causing increased

levels of stress. 

The increased competition for staff has seen a number

of effects in addition to the obvious increase in salary.

More firms have begun to consider recruiting non-

qualified Seniors and the boundaries between levels

has blurred so that there is less of a defined difference

in salary between an experienced Semi-Senior and a

Qualified Senior. This is more pronounced in the small

and medium sized firms where they have less

constraints on their salary structure. Also, more firms

are offering to pay training clawbacks and are willing to

offer visa sponsorship, although this is partly due to a

relaxing of the market testing requirement to offer

sponsorship since Brexit. 

AUDIT & GENERAL PRACTICE INSIGHTS

The boundaries between

levels has blurred so that

there is less of a defined

difference in salary between

an experienced Semi-Senior

and a Qualified Senior
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AUDIT (70-100% AUDIT WORKLOAD)
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GENERAL PRACTICE (20-60% AUDIT WORKLOAD)
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OUTSOURCING &
BUSINESS SERVICES
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The continued growth of cloud accounting across all

sectors of the economy has led to outsourcing remaining

one of the fastest growing service lines in the practice

market. This increase has been magnified by the particular

strength of industries such as tech and financial services

which tend to be low transaction volume and cash rich

businesses – fertile ground for outsourced services.

Continued overseas investment into the UK is a driver for

the use of outsourced accountants, particularly whilst

businesses establish themselves in a new market. 

The traditional bookkeeper is becoming a rare sight, with

most outsourced teams combining the bookkeeping with

a provision of management accounts for their

experienced staff and the traditional “processor” being

replaced by a commercially focused “all-rounder” who

can design and implement a cloud accounting system

before passing the daily accounting support to a more

junior member of staff. 

Given the obvious growth in the market, it has been

interesting to see that most of this expansion has been

concentrated within those firms with an established

offering and the number of challengers to this select few

has been minimal. The outsourcing model has not

seemed to suit the more traditional firms who are wed to

the standalone bookkeeper. The requirement to embrace

new technology and methods of working does not seem

to be comfortable for many. 

As automation improves, the shift towards providing an

advisory service continues apace. This does not only offer

a higher value service but also a more compelling career

choice for those involved. Outsourcing is truly a

commercial and advisory role which will suit those who

wish to add value to their clients. The service line

continues to evolve and mature. An impact of this

evolution is that a qualification is becoming more

important and it is much harder to reach the more senior

roles without one. Firms are looking for tech-savvy juniors

for their trainee roles as understanding the technology

behind the accounting becomes more important. 

The trend for outsourcing of statutory accounts

preparation overseas seems to have slowed and some

firms have reversed this flow, believing that they can

improve quality by having a closer oversight of the work. 

Financial Reporting Advisory work is increasing rapidly

amongst the Top 10 firms as conflicts within Big 4 firm’s

service lines pushes this work elsewhere. This is a

fantastic route for auditors who enjoy the more technical

aspects of accounting and are looking to provide a value-

add service to their clients that they sometimes feel they

don’t offer within audit. Supporting the M&A process,

company restructuring, changes of regulation and FRS

conversions (driven by the move to listing) offers an

enticing opportunity for many and sets these individuals

up very well for their future careers. This service line will

continue to grow and is an area that can offer a positive

work life balance as the role’s popularity enables firms to

keep their teams well-staffed. Certainly, a service line to

monitor over the coming years. 

BUSINESS SERVICES &
OUTSOURCING INSIGHTS

Outsourcing is truly a

commercial and advisory

role which will suit those

who wish to add value to

their clients
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OUTSOURCING (MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS & BOOKKEEPING
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BUSINESS SERVICES (STATUTORY ACCOUNTS)
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TAX
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I don’t think I have ever written an introduction to the

tax market without stating how candidate-short it is.

This year is no different. Change has become a

constant in the tax market. Whether it’s due to

Covid, Brexit, digitisation or the generally increasing

complexity in tax, employers and employees alike

continually need to adapt. 

An increase in demand for inhouse tax staff at

Manager and above has impacted the number of

candidates available within corporate and

international tax whilst the private client markets are

really picking up following a slightly more subdued

18 months. 

US/UK Tax and M&A Tax has been buoyed by

international investments in the UK economy as

confidence continues to grow now that clarity

returns following the Brexit period of uncertainty.

Indirect tax and R&D tax have been areas of intense

activity as has tax technology, which has continued

to grow in a strong fashion. 

Compared to other service lines within practice,

there is a greater disparity in confidence between

the employer and employee with tax professionals

less comfortable with changing firm compared to

their counterparts.

TAX INSIGHTS

Whether it’s due to Covid,

Brexit, digitisation or the

generally increasing

complexity in tax, employers

and employees alike

continually need to adapt

Firms are aware of the dearth of staff and are

fighting hard to improve retention with counter

offers, promotions, and flexible working

arrangements taking a more prominent role in the

recruitment process. 

Salaries are increasing rapidly, and it is important

this year more than and other I can remember not to

fall behind. Tax professionals have embraced the

flexible working arrangements on offer and this will

be a key battleground in retaining and attracting

staff this year, even more so than remuneration. 
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CORPORATE TAX
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PERSONAL TAX
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ADVISORY
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ADVISORY INSIGHTS

Hiring demand across both forensic accounting

disputes and investigations was incredibly high this

year. 

In the face of spiking workloads and fierce competition

to recruit from the external market, a number of firms

placed staff retention at the heart of their strategy.

Early promotions, breaking the somewhat outdated

“time served in grade” promotion requirements and the

accompanying greater salaries became more common

place across the Top 10 accounting firms.

Candidates at all levels have repeatedly stressed the

importance of flexible working, placing it in many cases

above increases in salary, and the minority of

employers unable to offer this have seen a significant

rise in staff exits. 

Mixed or hybrid forensic accounting roles have all but

disappeared as the industry grows and becomes more

specialised. This has meant candidates coming straight

from other disciplines with no prior forensic experience

have a difficult early career choice. The days of the

generalist seem numbered, and candidates who are in

mixed roles or wanting to change discipline need to

ensure this is achieved before they hit two years post

qualified experience. 

International travel on the investigations side of the

industry remains at almost zero as restrictions remain

in place. It remains to be seen what the longer-term

implications will be with this. There is no consensus

among our clients about how this will look. 

Partners generally report that, save for business

interruption work, directly Covid related work has yet

to fully materialise, with the feeling remaining that this

is still to come. 
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FORENSIC ACCOUNTING
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ADVISORY INSIGHTS

During the midst of the first Covid lockdown you could

be forgiven for thinking that the corporate finance market

would have been subdued and in fact a number of firms

made internal staff moves from transaction services into

restructuring and other similar service lines in

preparation for the downturn in work. However, many

firms actually reported record revenue levels during this

period, and in fact, the flow of internal staff reversed

leading to restructuring staff being seconded to CF. 

Increased foreign investment caused by a perceived

undervaluation of British firms, along with greater clarity

of what the future may hold following the Brexit

agreement, drove a strong percentage of this work.

Large corporates under financial strain have looked to

divest themselves of non-core subsidiaries, and private

equity and corporate investors have had plenty of capital

committed to funds that were actively looking to invest. 

Mid-tier firms have seen a surge in deals at the smaller

end of the market, much of it driven by owners’ concerns

regarding upcoming CGT changes in the UK. In order to

cope with this increased demand, firms have been

looking to formalise their CF offering with the hiring of

Director and Partner level candidates with strong deal

origination experience. Opportunities for significant

career advancement in these firms has been very much

the order of the day with Senior Managers and Directors

having the opportunity to step up one and in some cases

two levels of seniority. 

At the more junior end of the market there has been

significant internal movement of newly qualified auditors

into the corporate finance teams which should hopefully

alleviate the candidate short nature of the market in the

future. However, there is a significant lack of candidates

from Manager level and above and newly created roles

are remaining unfilled for long periods of time. 

Most corporate financiers are finding that high bonus

levels and the prevalence of internal promotions are

reducing reasons for moving into a similar environment

such as a direct competitor. The majority of moves from

the larger firms have been into PE houses or investment

banks, or conversely into roles which step away from the

long hours culture. 

As we settle into 2022 there is no sign of demand

reducing and, in fact, firms are having to turn down work

as they are unable to cope with the demands put on their

teams. It’s going to be a busy year. 
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CORPORATE FINANCE
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ADVISORY INSIGHTS

Nobody would have been surprised had the

pandemic lockdowns led to a wave of corporate

insolvencies as many parts of the economy ground

to a halt. Government support for companies over

the past couple of years has protected most

businesses, even those whose revenue has been

severely reduced, and therefore formal insolvencies

have actually been at a relatively low level. 

The majority of work has been within the informal

restructuring service line with larger businesses

seeking support with elements such as restructuring

debt. 

Supply disruptions, a tight labour market and

increasing energy costs are giving rise to

concerning inflationary pressures. Therefore, it is no

wonder many think business and consumer

sentiment has peaked. 2022 is likely to be another

challenging year for many sectors including

construction, manufacturing, travel, hospitality, and

retail.

As the economy opens fully and financial support

packages come to an end, it is predicted that some

firms will not be able to shake off the effects of the

pandemic scarring and, in particular, their increased

debt burdens. Formal insolvencies have been

trending upwards and it would not be a surprise to

see this continue. 

Within the sector, some of the Big 4 firms have sold

their restructuring arms and there have been a

number of mergers and acquisitions as the market

deals with the continually changing landscape and

the challenge of working with an industry that

struggles for forward visibility. 

Even with the subdued nature of the market, hiring is

still very much a challenge and any significant uptick

in work will only exacerbate this situation. 

Some of the Big 4 firms have

sold their restructuring arms

and there have been a

number of mergers and

acquisitions as the market

deals with the continually

changing landscape

CORPORATE
RECOVERY &
RESTRUCTURING
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CORPORATE RECOVERY & RESTRUCTURING
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MEET THE TEAM
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GEMMA WARDEN
Head of Regional Recruitment

SHANI LEVIJESSICA BASS

SCOTT LAVERY
Director

JOSEPH TRAINKAT THOMPSON

LESLEY MILNERMEGAN LYONSAMY TINSLEY
Candidate Consultant

KAREN HEDGER
Head of Tax Recruitment

IAIN JOHNSON
Head of Advisory Recruitment

KATERINA
CHRISTODOULOU
Head of London Recruitment

NOELLE TAYLOR
Office Manager

ROSE HOWE
Head of Marketing & ChangeRecruitment ConsultantRecruitment Consultant Head of ResearchRecruitment Consultant

Candidate Consultant Candidate Consultant



Book a call Find us online

GET IN TOUCH
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Send your CV

85 Great Portland Street
London
W1W 7LT

0203 2255 060
info@austinrose.co.uk
www.austinrose.co.uk

https://bookme.name/austinrose/chat
https://www.austinrose.co.uk/
mailto:info@austinrose.co.uk



